www.frenchestateagents.com
Ref: 95850DSE49

Price: 130 800 EUR

agency fees included: 9 % TTC to be paid by the buyer (120 000 EUR without fees)

Well presented 3 bedroom house situated on the edge of the town of Pouance

INFORMATION
Town:

POUANCE

Department:

Maine et Loire

Bed:

3

Bath:

1

Floor:

89 m2

Plot Size:

2637 m2

IN BRIEF
Situated on the edge of Pouance close to all
amenities this house has 3 bedrooms, large, well lit
living room and fitted kitchen sitting within over half
an acre of land.

ENERGY - DPE
19kg
325kwh

NB. Quoted prices relate to euro transactions. Fluctuations in exchange rates are
not the responsibility of the agency or those representing it. The agency and its
representatives are not authorised to make or give guarantees relating to the
property. These particulars do not form part of any contract but are to be taken as
a general representation of the property. Any areas, measurements or distances are
approximate. Text, photographs and plans, where applicable, are for guidance only.
Leggett and its representatives have not tested services, equipment or facilities and
cannot guarantee the same.
Particulars for off-plan purchases are intended as a guide only. Final finishes to the
property may vary. Purchasers are advised to engage a solicitor to check the plans
and specifications as laid out in their purchase contract with the developer.
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Price: 130 800 EUR

agency fees included: 9 % TTC to be paid by the buyer (120 000 EUR without fees)

DESCRIPTION
Traditional house with all the accommodation on
one level comprising:
+ Entrance Hall
+ Fitted kitchen
+ Large lounge (approx 26m²) with fireplace
+ 3 bedrooms (sizes approximately 12m², 9m² and
9m²) all to the rear of the property
+ Shower Room
+ Separate WC
Stairs lead from the rear of the entrance hall down
to the cellar area that has side access for garage
parking, workshop and separate wine cellar all within
an area of approx 90m².

LOCAL TAXES
Taxe foncière:

867 EUR

The house is heated by wood burning fire in the
lounge and electric radiators in each of the rooms.
The house is also connected to mains drainage.
Having been successfully rented for some time the
property is in excellent condition with no work
required.
Accessed from the living room is the south facing
terrace with BBQ, driveway and garden to the front
and a large grassed garden area to the rear.

NOTES

Situated within a few minutes of the centre of
Pouance and within 15minutes of Chateaubriant
there is plenty of easy access to shops and
amenities.
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